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Abstract 
In recent years, bending-active structures have fascinated engineers and architects alike. This novel             
construction principle is based on using large elastic deformations of initially straight or planar              
building elements to generate complex forms and/or self-stabilize a structural system through the             
elastic energy stored in the deflected members [1]. While this concept has opened a promising new                
research trajectory and was applied to various prototypical structures and pavilions, one fundamental             
question still remains unresolved: How do bending-active structures perform when exposed to            
additional loads? To further explore this question, the authors investigated the potential of using              
bending-active structures as minimal, lost-formwork for ultra-thin concrete shells. Based on previous            
research on flexible formwork technologies [2], the authors conceptualized a lightweight substructure            
made from millimeter-thin strips of carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP). 2 cm thick concrete             
strips were then sequentially cast on top to form a hybrid gridshell. The resulting hybrid gridshell has a                  
multiple times higher stiffness and load bearing capacity compared to the initial carbon gridshell              
enabling the shell to be used as permanent structural system with capacity for additional live loads                
under small deflections. The potentials of this novel approach, as well as the effects on construction                
process and the resulting geometry will be studied in more detail and discussed by using both digital                 
simulations and physical experimentation.  
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